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UPDATE
A twenty year old Dearborn man was arrested in connection with larcenies on Violet Street
after he was identified by fingerprints found inside one of the attached vehicles.
OPEN INTOXICANTS IN A MOTOR VEHICLE
On July 9th, an officer stopped a vehicle on Freedom near Farmington Road for a cracked tail
light emitting white light to the rear. The officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from
the vehicle. The driver blamed the odor on the passenger. The officer observed a blue
plastic cup in the arm rest near the center console containing a liquid. The officer confiscated
the cup and learned it was Vodka. The passenger accepted responsibility for the
cup/contents. The officer issued a violation for Open Intoxicants in a Motor Vehicle to the
passenger.
SOLICITORS
On July 9th, officers were dispatched to the area of Violet and Astor on a report of two white
males wearing blue shirts soliciting without a permit. Upon arrival, both subjects were found
and identified. Both stated they work for Direct Energy and Detroit Business Consultants out
of Troy and were signing up customers for utilities. Both were cited for Soliciting Without a
City of Farmington Permit.
MISCELLANEOUS ORDINANCE COMPLAINT
On July 9th, officers were dispatched to the area of Vicary Lane and Treehill Boulevard on a
report of a white ice cream truck in the area that did not have a permit. Upon arrival, the area
was checked, but the ice cream truck was gone.
NEVER ACQUIRED LICENSE
On July 10th, an officer on patrol observed a vehicle southbound on Farmington Road from
Ten Mile that disregarded the construction zone “Road Closed-Local Traffic Only” sign. The
driver stated he was just coming from his girlfriend’s residence on Northwestern highway.
The driver stated he did not have a driver’s license. The driver was arrested for Never
Acquired Driver’s License and transported to the station where he was processed and
released with a citation.
SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE
On July 10th, officers were dispatched to the 34000 block of Grand River on a report of a
resident that had just arrived home to find his house open and his dog outside. Officers
checked the residence and found no signs of forced entry. The resident advised that his
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house is currently under renovation and he believes that one of the contractors failed to lock
the residence prior to leaving for the day.
LOUD MUSIC COMPLAINT
On July 10th, an officer was dispatched to the Marathon gas station on a report of loud music
coming from the business. Upon arrival, it was found that the music was coming from the
outside speakers on the pumps. The gas station manager was advised of the ordinance and
agreed to turn off the music.
RETAIL FRAUD
On July 12th, officers were dispatched to TJ Maxx on a report of a juvenile who was in
custody by loss prevention for Retail Fraud. Upon arrival, loss prevention advised that the
juvenile had concealed clothing and a purse on her person and then exited the store without
paying for the merchandise. The juvenile was taken into custody and transported to the
station where she was turned over to her parents pending juvenile petition process.
PRESCRIPTION FRAUD
On July 13th, officers were dispatched to CVS Pharmacy on a report of a female who had
dropped off a fraudulent prescription to be filled for narcotic medication. Upon arrival officers
watched the parking lot, but the female subject never returned to pick up the prescription.
The case will be forwarded to the Oakland County Prosecutor’s Office for charges.
FOUND PROPERTY
On July 13th, a citizen came into the station to turn in a Comerica debit card that she found
when she went to use the ATM machine. The owner was located and the debit card was
turned over to her. The owner stated she had gone to the Comerica Bank ATM a short time
prior and must have forgotten to remove her debit card from the machine.
MISCELLANEOUS OUTDOOR FIRE
On July 13th, officers were dispatched to the 23800 block of Gill Road on a report of a mulch
fire that had been extinguished by a resident. Upon arrival, the mulch was found to still be
smoldering. Department members extinguished the mulch with tank water from Engine 3. It
was found that a resident had been smoking on the porch and must have accidentally
dropped their cigarette causing the mulch and old dry leaves under the wood porch to ignite.
DRIVING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED/FALSE IDENTIFICATION
On July 14th, an officer stopped a vehicle for an expired registration on westbound M-5 near
Halsted. The driver provided the name and date of birth of his wife. A consent search of the
vehicle located a wallet containing a MI Personal Identification card and a passport for the
driver. The driver was suspended with outstanding warrants out of Farmington Hills Police
Department. The driver was arrested for Driving While License Suspended and False
Identification. The driver was processed and subsequently produced bond money on our
charges. The driver was then turned over to Farmington Hills Police Department on their
warrants.
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MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
On July 14th, at 8:11 a.m., an officer responded to the Village Mall and met with a
maintenance person who advised that unknown suspect(s) had broken out the glass of a
common door into the mall. It did not appear that anybody actually made entry into the
building.
POSSESSION OF HEROIN/OPERATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS/DRIVING
WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED
On July 14th, at 8:47 a.m., an officer was flagged down by a citizen as well as a CEMS
ambulance reference a vehicle on Halsted near Grand River that had a passed out driver.
Upon investigating, the officer saw that the vehicle was in drive and made entry through the
passenger door to make the vehicle safe. A baggie of heroin was found to be lying in the
driver’s lap. The driver was subsequently arrested for Possession of Heroin, Operating
Under the Influence of Drugs and Driving While License Suspended.
NOTE: The department responded to two domestic assaults during the week also.

